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ABSTRACT 
 
THE SELF IS A PRODUCT OF BIOLOGY AND CULTURE. SYNESTHESIA 
DEMONSTRATES THAT THE INTERACTION OF BIOLOGY AND 
CULTURE CREATES MENTAL EXPERIENCE THAT IS STILL NOT WELL 
UNDERSTOOD. SYNESTHESIA IS ONE OF THESE FASCINATING 
MENTAL EXPERIENCES WHICH OCCURS AMONGST A MINORITY OF 
THE POPULATION. SYNESTESIA IS A WORD OF GREEK ORIGIN 
MEANING UNION AND SENSATION .THUS,SYNESTHESIA IMPLIES 
TWO OR MORE SENSATIONS OCCUR AT THE SAME TIME .MOST 
HUMANS EXPERIENCE SENSATIONS SUCH AS 
SMELL,TASTE,HEARING AND VISION .FOR THE SYNESTHETE ,TWO 
OR MORE OF THESE SENSATIONS WILL BE EXPERIENCED AT THE 
SAME TIME .MANY CREATIVE PEOPLE HAVE EXPERIENCED THIS 
PSYCHO-PHYSIOLOGICAL PHENOMENON .THIS INCLUDE MUSICIANS 
,FINE ARTISTS AND WRITERS  SUCH AS : CHARLES 
BAUDELAIRE,ARTHUR RIMBAUD ,ALEXANDER SCRIABIN,VLADIMIR 
NABOKOV AND SERGIEI EINSTEIN.THIS ESSEY WILL DELVE IN TO  
ONE OF THE MOST FASCINATING TYPES OF THIS PHENONMENON 
COLOR-HEARING .IMPORTANTLY , THIS TYPE OF SYNESTHESIA HAS 
NOT ONLY  BEEN EXERIENCED  BY MUSICAINS AND PAINTERS BUT 
AS SCIENCE EXPLAINS  IT IS AN INHERENT  PART OF LANGUAGE 
ACQUISITION AND DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESS IN CHILDREN.  IT IS 
PRESENTLY BELIEVED THAT SYNESTHESIA OCCURS IN ABOUT 5% 
OF THE POPULATION .THE PARIETAL CORTEX IS INVOLVED IN THIS 
EXPERIENCE. CHILDREN ARE BELIEVED TO BE ABLE TO 
EXPERIENCE SYNESTHESIA MORE SO THAN ADULTS .THIS IS DUE TO 
COGNITIVE LEARNING COUPLED WITH THE IMAGINATION OF 
CHILDREN.THERE ARE MANY THEORIES ON HOW AN INDIVIDUAL 
ACQUIRES SYNESTHESIA.  
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Thesis: The Self is a Product of Biology and Culture .Synesthesia Demonstrates that the 
Interaction of Biology and Culture Creates Mental Experience that is Still Not Well Understood.  

 

INTRODUCTION  

 

“Now I call the proper object of each sense that which does not fall within the ambit of another 
sense , and about which there can be no mistake , as sight is of color , and hearing of sound , and 
taste of savor, while touch has several different objects . Each particular sense can discern these 
proper objects without deception: thus sight errs, not as to colors, nor hearing as to sound: though 
it might err about what is colored or where it is, or what is giving forth a sound. This, then is 
what is meant by the proper objects of particular senses” Aristotle, De anima, 2.5 (418a, 12-20 

 

Man in nature possess very complicated interpretive mechanisms which engender one’s  

self to experience and make sense of the outside world. Synesthesia is a word derived from two  

Greek words .Syn means together or union and aesthesis means sensation .Thus, synesthesia  

implies that two or more sensations occur concurrently (Harrison, 2001). Most people experience  

sensations such as touch , taste , smell ,hearing and vision ,which are usually known as the five  

senses (Harrison,2011).However, there are people ,albeit a minority who experience two or more  

sensation at the same time , they are called synesthetes.   It has been documented throughout  

history that insightful experiences of vision , audition , sight can engender a series of complex  

sensory associations, and just like many other phenomena in nature synesthesia is a very  

important concept because in understanding it we can better inform our perspective on why some  

of us perceive the world differently , and how this tool in the hands of creation can bring about  

aesthetic and spiritual  ecstasy and most importantly gain a better understanding of the  

surrounding world.  It is a well-known fact that the information our consciousness absorbs 

results from a constant interplay of the senses. Importantly, this constant dialog is largely a  
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subjective experience and most of the time completely independent from actual reality. 

 

 There are many different types of synesthesia. The four most common are the following  

grapheme color in which an individual perceives letters and number as being colored ;spatial  

sequence ,the sequence of numbers appear as points in space, sound taste –whereas a sound  

produces a taste in the mouth of the listener and sound color ,in which  a sound produces a color  

in the mind of the listener (Cytowic,1993).  

 

 Since the beginning of time man sought to describe the self. The self is defined by  

professionals as the product of biology and culture .Synesthesia demonstrates that the interaction 

of biology and culture creates mental experiences. That is still not well understood. Many  

creative people throughout the history have been synesthetes. A musician such as Scriabin would  

compose musical pieces and see colors. Writers such as Nabokov equated different colors to  

different letters of alphabet. Perhaps synesthesia exists amongst people who are more artistic and  

creative than the rest of the population. 

 

  It was Descartes who claimed that”…mind or thought is active, knowing, alive and take  

up no space ; physical matter is reactive, unknowing , lifeless and extended in space …”, and in  

his inquiries searched “.. .to edit sense experience so that superfluous or subjective details might  

be distinguished from real features of the world …”(Grandy ,2004). With that said I would have  

to agree that physical matter holds no mind of its own and is quite primitive in nature.  However  

, the phenomenon of sensing can never be truly separated from the observer, but is rather rooted  

in his individuality and hence developed “(Goethe 1907:254) . Therefore in case of hearing the  

ear echoes back (ottoacoustic  emission ) and in case of seeing  eye  simply answers back by  

coloring our mental landscapes. So is there a distinction between what is real and what is an  

illusion?  

 

One might argue, that the whole world is an illusion and that only by dissecting the  
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experience from experiencer can we fully understand the reality .  Yet the experience needs an  

experiencer and vice versa.  In order to have an experience our bodies are equipped with sensory  

pathways that enable us to perceive the world.   Human senses are not only receptive but creative  

as well and   they are not “.. empty of intelligence , the world’s expression is the world  

expressing itself , speaking directly to the human observer …” (Grandy,2004:30) and  

“Comprehension does not take the form of a theory abstracted from the phenomena but rather the  

form of a seeing embedded in the fullness  (Sepper,1988:71).   Sensory seeing, feeling, hearing  

reinforces mind to understand and to trust the infinite pleasures in their manifold  

offerings (Grandy,2004). Being able to acknowledge the actual existence of series of mechanism  

from the observer point of view  enables artists  to  draw inspiration for the creative processes.   

Taking in to consideration my own fascination with sound from a very young age I had a life  

time to research  my own sensory association and the panoply of emotional and physical states  

that influence  how the creative process happens  and what happens . 

 

 Importantly, the creative processes are no longer considered only aesthetic in nature but 

thanks to many interdisciplinary perspectives such as  neurobiology  and quantum mechanics  

can be investigated through physical and quantitative measures . However, staying connected to  

all of the components  in the actual birthing process ultimately is not an end in itself, it has been  

and is one of the paths to reach a deeper spiritual  understanding, thus in hopes that  “…with care  

but not fear…a way that the physical might open out on the spiritual” (Blumenberg, 1993:185).  

With that said, the condition known as synesthesia is not just a muse of the arts but it has  

been also referred to as a global allegory (Galeyew,2003).However, lived synesthesia is when a  

person hears a sound ,for example a musician is playing a melody  . To the listener the mental  

image he receives is a dark color –black or deep purple.  Moreover, just like Galeyew   states, 

that synesthesia in reality is part of fundamental aspects of language , figurative and imaginative  

thinking. All of us can understand veiled metaphorical expressions and conventional allegories  

(Galeyew, 2003). Yet, those who explore its realms deeper are granted insight to a separate  

dimension which would have been otherwise  unknown  
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Sensory association between color and music have been scientifically investigated   from  

the beginning of the twentieth century. However, the association between color and music can be  

traced back to ancient Greece.  Plato was the pioneer in deliberations on the subjects of tone and  

harmony in regards to arts .However let’s don’t forget about  Eastern thought analogy   

“…especially in its ancient Indian form-nada as an atom of sound, from which the universe was  

born,… primitive synesthetic reflections ;music, an audible phenomenon , compared to the visual  

world , and by extension , the cosmos.”(Galeyew, 2003:129). However, the earliest mentions of  

synesthesia are known because of Pythagorean who assigned a particular color to each note,  

around the 6th century BCE.(Tyler, Iona, 2003). Therefore, in my opinion synesthesia is one of  

the most captivating phenomena of the human mind. 

 

Among most interesting   forms of synesthetic associations   are the well-known  

connections between color and sound sensations. According to Spector and Maurer (2013)  

sound can generate perception of  color. For example high C played by a trumpet will create a  

visual sensation of color vermilion ,albeit the same note played by a violin will generate a  

perception of color pink. Galeyew (2003) argued that the “…ability to see the plasticity of  

melodies and coloring of the melodies is a common property of human psychology: everyone  

can understand synesthetic transferences in poetic   and ordinary language i.e.: bright sound or  

flat timbre…” (p.130). Moreover, in his view”…synesthesia is no more than a reflection in  

consciousness, in the psyche, of correlations between heteromodal properties of the perceptible  

world…” (Galeyew, 1982:129).  This cross-modal interpolation has been considered for the  

longest time as neurologically abnormal,”…because it is at odds with the idea that we have five  

distinct senses, as codified by Aristotle.”(Tyler, Iona, 2003:223). However, the   recent  

developments of various techniques in brain exploration prove that,”…synesthesia is like other  

formerly misunderstood behaviors,  and it opens doors to  allow us to re-evaluate art, neural  

wiring and sensory relationships.”(Tyler, Ione, 2003:225). Studies performed by Marks (1978):  
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Cytowic (1989),Somon Baron-Cohen &Harrison (1997): Ramachandran &Hubbard (2000, 2001)  

helped to re-identify this condition because they no longer considered it abnormal. Moreover,  

studies performed by Mattingley et al. (2001); Ramachandran &Hubbard (2001), showed that  

colors experienced by synesthetes are so clear that they hinder the identification of colored  

numbers (Ione,Tyler, 2003). Furthermore, other studies conducted by Ramachandran &Hubbard, 

 (2001): Wagar et al. (2002) proved that “…colors may be used to penetrate the crowding effects  

of arrays of nearby shapes, letters and numbers.”(Iona, Tyler, 2003:225).  

 

ARTISTS AND SYNESTHESIA 

 

   In more recent years the documented   list   of those who have experienced synesthesia  

have grown immensely and it includes   writers , musicians and painters. For example Charles  

Baudelaire, Arthur Rimbaud, Alexander Scriabin, Vassily Kandinsky, Vladimir Nabokov,  

Sergiei Eisenstein, David Hockney and Richard Feynman. Throughout the years many inferences  

have been drawn in regards to synesthesia based on fascinating comments and remarks which  

have been found in the list above by their compositions and writings. For instance Feyman  

(1988:59) stated   “When I see equations I see the letters in colors”. Alexander Sciabin  

associated the key F# major with the color violet (Mayers, 1914). Valdimir Nabokov in his book  

Speak Memory wrote” The long” aaa” of the English alphabet has for me the tint of weathered  

wood, but a French “a” evokes polished ebony.”(Nabokov, 1947:.21). And of course Beethoven  

who named B minor-the black key and D major the orange key or Shubert who associated E  

minor with a maiden robed in white with a rose red bow on her chest (Ward, 2003).  

 

It is also imperative to mention Vassily Kandinsky who was instrumental in the  

formulation of the term synesthesia. He was well known to frequently use musical  

terminology, because in a way it helped him  to”… tear down the surrounding walls of his own  

creation...” (Ward 2006:1). Being a musician explains his fascination with sound, hence he   

explored the  medium  of “color hearing”. Across many mystical encounters color blue has  
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always been linked to some kind of communication with the numinous. Blue being Kandinsky’s  

favorite color precisely depicted it’s symbolism in these words:   

 

“The deeper the blue becomes , the more strongly it calls man towards  the infinite ,awakening in 
him a desire for the pure and for the supernatural; the brighter it becomes the more it loses its 
sound , until it turns into silent stillness  and becomes white “(Kandinsky,1913) 

 

 He also divided his work in to three musical categories: Impressions, Improvisations,  

and Compositions and named particular pieces such as: Fugue, Opposing chords, Funeral March.   

Kandinsky stated that there were two instrumental events in his life that defined   him as a  

synesthete. The first event took place during an exhibition of French Impressionists in Moscow  

in 1896. It was Monet’s painting that made him realize that a painting can hold an observer’s  

gaze, even if it cannot be identified (Tyler ,Ione,2004). The next event that changed the artist 

view was a performance of Richard Wagner’s Lohengrin in Moscow in 1896. His later depiction  

of the events accentuated the actual sensory experience engendered   by the  music (Tyler ,Ione, 

2003).   

 

 “The violins, the deep tones of the basses, and especially the wind instruments at the time 
embodied for me all the power of that prenocturnal hour. I saw all my colors in my mind: they 
stood before my eyes .Wild, almost crazy lines were sketches in front of me.” (Kandinsky, 
1913.p.364)   

 

This continuous interplay of music and color inspired Kandinsky throughout the years to  

paint not pictures  but compositions . Tyler (2004) proclaimed that Kandinsky’s   paintings  

exuded a dynamic interaction of each “…point moving towards the evocation of its counterpoint 

, just as each series of lines appears to correlate with a sonic form” (p.224). Another interesting  

fact is that Kandinsky longed to introduce the core experience of cross modal association to  

larger audiences ,explaining that “one can feel the multi-sensory consonances and dissonances in  

simultaneously performed color movements, musical  movements and dance movements”(van 

Campen, 1997:224). The culminating point for these sensory consonances and dissonances was  
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the birth of a musical play “The yellow clang” which was “…conceived with composer Hartman 

and the dancer Scharoff… this production may well have been a springboard of the modern  

dance movement, from Isadora Duncan to Serge Diaghilev .“(Tyler, Iona 2003:224).   In  

summary, his deepest desire was to translate sound through sight and conceive a magnum opus  

equal to symphony that would inspire not just  the eyes but the  ears as well (Ward, 2006).  

 

 Vladimir Nabokov acquainted himself with his gift in his childhood, while explaining to  

his mother that the colors on his wooden alphabet were inaccurate. In his writing he numerously  

indicated that “The confessions of a synasthate’s must sound tedious and pretensions to those  

who are protected from such leakings “(Ward,2006). For a French composer Oliver Messiaen 

melodies and rhythms came to him in “colored dreams”. His testimony of the experience was “  

When I hear music I see in the wind’s eye colors which move with the music, this is not  

imagination , nor is it a psychic phenomenon , it is simply an inward reality”(Ward,2006). Fillipo  

Tommaso Marinetti who was best known for his Futurist Manifesto of 1909 hosted cocktail  

dinner parties in which guests”… would wear pajamas of cork, sponge and sandpaper, while  

eating foods without the  use of their hands.”(Ward, 2003:1). He was also known for playing  

many “intoning “instruments which whispered , screeched and whistled (Ward,2006).  

 

The utilization of two sensory mediums (color and sound)   in music has become popular  

in the late nineteenth century . One of the most fascinating composers of that time was  

Alexander Scriabin .Most of his creations where done both in sound and color “…by means of  

polysensory works he hoped to give expression to his mystic world view.”(Marks, 1975:313). As  

cited in Marks (1975:313) in 1915, Scriabin orchestration “Prometheus” required from Carnegie  

Hall to provide color organ,”…colors where played on a keyboard and projected onto a screen  

behind the orchestra…the correlation between tone and color was systematic in that C was  

accompanied by red, D by yellow , E and F# by blues , A by green , and B flat by gray.” 

(Plummer, 1915). Moreover, the actual history of color organs begins in 1725, when a  

Jesuit priest L.B Castel constructed an instrument which could concurrently create sound through  
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colors (Marks, 1975). His synesthetic experience of sound was explained in these words:  

 

“For we are born in music ,& we have only to open our ears in order to taste it …and one has 
only to open one’s eyes in order to taste a Music of colors & to judge it”(Castel,1735:1621). 

 

Castel believed that ‘’...colors form a harmonic series … like that of the notes …” (Marks,  

1975:313).Through   these amazing biographies and personal confessions that have been 

chronicled for the benefit of the future seekers and those who will be lost we can only hope they  

will find their way back home. Presently, we have a wealth of knowledge about synesthesia to  

understand the interaction of biology and culture creating wondrous descriptions of the self.  

 

 

PHONETICS AND SYNESTHESIA 

 

 

It is a well-known fact that babies can remember their mother’s   voices from a very  

young age. However this voice must be accompanied with a correct face (DeCasper &Fifer, 

1980: Ock-leford,Vince ,Layton,&Reader,1988). As the development takes place babies learn  

how to associate the sound “be” with the written letter B, and sounds of bird’s songs with the  

actual two legged feathered vertebrae. If we learn by association fascinating question has been  

raised in regards to colored hearing and particularly colored vowels ; Is there a  relation between  

sound (vowel quality ) and associated visual sensation (color)? Marks (1975:304) argued that so 

far evidence suggests that there is a prominent synesthetic connection  between color and sound,  

”When people are asked to match brightness of lights to loudness of sounds, they align  

increasing luminances  with increasing sound pressure in a systematic manner that is similar  

from person to person(Marks &J. C.Stevens ,1996; J .C.Stevens &Marks ,1965). Poet Rene Ghil 

(1887/1938) have tried to build a literary system pertaining to colors of sounds. His system  

classified vowels accordingly;”…/a /as black,/ e/ as white ,/i/ as blue , /o/ as red  and /u/as  

yellow…”(Marks,1975:307). Marks further suggested that there is a clear correlation between  
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sound composition and color and between auditory pitch and visual brightness  .Another words,  

“…the higher the pitch the higher the frequency of a sound, the greater tends to be the  

brightness of the photism.”(Marks, 1975:307). A cited in Marks (1975:304), Suarez de Mendoza  

(1890) elucidated vowel colors in this way” Thus, they appear darker when are struck on lower  

notes; but so much more clear and brilliant when they are formed of higher notes “(p.140).  

Marks, argued further that there is a distinct relation between the sound structure of vowels and  

the secondary visual sensation. Because “…the differences among colors aroused synesthetically  

by various speech sounds might be due to phonetic differences among the sounds”(1975:309). 

Moreover, according to Marks (1975) it was Wehofer (1913) and Masson (1952) who  

emphasized that other factors that need to be taken into consideration are formant structures that 

might induce the experience of synesthetic coloring of vowels. Importantly, Donders (1875),  

Helmholtz (1863) and Koening (1870), have performed studies in which tried to determine the  

actual resonant frequencies of the vocal tract during vowel production. These inquiries showed  

that /o/ and /u/ to have the lowest frequencies and /e / and /i/ have the highest.  In, summary the 

order of”… increasing vowel…brightness is /u/,/o/,/a/,/e/,/i/, the same order that defines  

increasing vowel pitch”(Marks,1975:309).  It was Bleuler and Lehmann (1881) that created the  

“Helligheitsgesetz” –law of brightness, which stated that”… bright sounding vowels induce  

bright auxiliary visual sensations…” (Marks, 1975: 309).  

 

  Phonetic symbolism conveys the idea that words carry meaning and it goes back to  

Plato and later mentioned by Balzac (1832-1961) whose asked a simple question “Are not words  

colored with the idea that they represent externally?”(Marks, 1975). According to Marks (1975)  

the mere act of speech is not an end itself. It is a physiognomic system of symbols, where  

words belong to particular objects , which  carry  a lots of audible and inaudible information. 

Because   our bodies produce acoustic signal therefore also depend on body’s ability to 

produce it via speech . I would call it a sonic way of nurturing the microorganism of the 

being.  In this acquisition our neuronal connections multiply in contrast giving us a tool to heal  

oneself, communicate as well awaken numinous fields within our psyche.   It is not a coincident  
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therefore that children learn how to read through books that expressively emphasize the  

connection between letter and it’s sound and a corresponding color.  

 

THE MIND AND THE SENSORY PERCEPTION  

 

 

Studies performed by Piaget in 1952 and Gibson in 1966 produced numerous results 

which supported the belief that “…some cross modal associations are readily grasped by young  

infants, whereas others emerge later: researchers have explained the differences on the basis of  

the integration of schemas (Piaget) or amodal versus arbitrary correspondences (Spector, Mauer, 

2013:108). Adults with synethesia when presented with one form of a stimulus activates  

additional sensory pathways (Spector, Mauer, 2013).  Behavioral studies conducted by Hubbard  

Arman, Ramachandran & Boynton (2005): Muggleton ,Tsakanikos,Walsh&Ward(2007):Simner  

et al (2006) indicated that synethesia occurs in about 5% of the population. Until now it has been  

documented that there are about fifty types of this condition, and a greater number of which  

comprise a visual percepts of color (Spector,Maurer,2013). Another fascinating fact cited in  

Spector and Mauer (2013) and documented   by Dixon, Smilek & Merikle (2004), Ward& Sagiv, 

(2007) was that “Some synesthetes indicate that the extra percepts are projected into specific  

locations in space , where they may be superimposed on real world stimuli (projectors), whereas  

others report that the extra percepts  are in the mind’s eye.”(p.109). Instantly, one might think  

through simple   association of mescaline, out of body experience, hypoxia, or even flagellation   

(So insistently practiced by the aesthetes, because self-mutilation changes body physiological  

processes, thus, enhances  communication with the spirit world-divine ).. 

 

 Studies performed by Marks 1978 showed that LSD causes multimodal senesthesia  

(Tyler, Iona, 2003). Aldous Huxley who used the substance mescaline is most likely best known  

for his book “Doors of Perception” in which he documented how his perception have changed  

upon the usage of this drug . However, according to Marks (1975) mescaline and hashish are 
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 known   to induce synesthetic sensation in non-synesthetic subjects .Furthermore, the French  

poet Theophile Gautier (1834) and Charles Baudelarie (1860-1923) wrote extensively about how  

they would hear colors speak to them under the influence of hashish (Marks, 1975) . Therefore,  

if mescaline can enhance” color hearing” points to the fact neurologically speaking that there  

must be a strong connection between hearing and vision, “…at least to the extent that the  

auditory –visual forms dominate both normal and drugged synethesiae …”  (Marks,1975:317), 

 thus, clearly explaining why Kandinsky’s longing to create a masterpiece that would “translate  

sound through sight’’ was more natural than out of ordinary . 

 

 Inducive substances have been used from the beginning of mankind either to awaken  

the only muse “ la vena “ or gain spiritual enlightenment (i.e. ,famous ayuhasca used in rituals by  

Amazon Indians is one of many examples). However, synesthesia is more of a state of being, 

rather than a neuronal malfunction .We may all long for it .Secretly whispering for it to  

occur .Yet  ,it is however, unfortunate that only a few of us are bestowed with this gift /grace.   

 

  One of the many methods used to study the actual specificity and consistence of  

synasthesia is  over time .The results yielded by Baron-Cohen ,Harrison ,Goldstein, & Wyke  

(1993) showed that synesthetes picked the same color 92% of the time when presented with  

another test after one year.  In 1893.Other experiments, conducted by Kelly in 1934 and  

Howells in in 1944 investigated the ability of pairing of colors with sounds showed that  

Kelly’s experiment proved only that learning takes place only to some extent. Howell’s  

experiment   questioned  whether pairing of C note with red enables the subject to recognize 

red instead of blue green also yielded mixed results (Marks,1975). However, studies  

performed by Ellson (1941a,1941b), Leuba (1940),and Leuba and Dunlap (1951) which  

investigated if sensation is possible through “…repeatedly pairing a 1000Hz tone with a white 

light ... found that auditory hallucinations develop”(Marks,1975:322). Recent development in  

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have shown that”…during synesthetic percepts there is  

activation in the expected brain areas …which  are normally activated by the inducing  
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stimulus.”(Spector, Maurer, 2013:110).  

 

Importantly, parietal cortex involvement in synesthesia has been affirmed by studies  

which used transcranial magnetic stimulation in which specific brain regions were deactivated 

(Spector, Maurer, 2013:111), and   these results showed that “Silencing the right parietal – 

occipital area …reduced the interference between synesthetically induced and real colors, for  

converging evidence of increased parietal connections in the left parietal cortex of grapheme  

color synesthetes” (Esterman, Verstunen, Ivry ,&Robertson,2006;Muggleton et al.,2007; see  

Rouw&Scholte, 2007). Even though it is argued that synesthesia is rooted in normal  

developmental processes , the cross –activation theory emphasizes that this condition arises 

when neuronal synapses fail to reach certain brain regions  (Maurer&Maurer,1988: 

Ramachandran &Hubbard, 2001). According to Spector and Maurer (2013:112), the disinhibited  

feedback theory claims that”…synesthesia arises when the reentrant feedback that develops 

postnatally from higher cortical areas onto lower sensory cortical areas is not strong enough to  

inhibit effects from connections between primary sensory cortical areas.”(Gorsenbacher  

&Lovelace, 2001). On the other side, as cited by Spector and Maurer (2013:112) synesthesia  

could also be caused by “...altered feedback from higher cortical areas onto lower sensory  

cortices.”(Gsorsenbacher &Lovelace, 2001). According to Marks (1974) defined synesthesia as a  

“rubric of imagery” ,because in essence cognitive development can only take place trough  

imaginary games (Marks,1964).  The cross activation theory explains that across all animal  

kingdoms all of the sensory cortical areas are not fully specialized, as they become later in to the  

adulthood. Therefore, dialog between sensory cortical areas is very much so dependent on  

experience (Spector, Maurer, 2013). 

 

 Wolff, Matsumiya, Abrohms,van Velzer,& Lombroso (1974 ) through their studies  

indicated that  “…in the newborn , tactile stimulation of the wrist evokes activity over the  

somatosensory cortex, as it does in adults ..”. When an infant is being spoken to auditory and  

visual cortex is stimulated concurrently, over time this activity lessens and at about three year of  
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age completely dissipates ( Neville ,1995). As stated earlier, synesthesia occurs when wiring  

between sensory cortical areas is not pruned (Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001). Despite the fact  

that the actual reason for low pruning is not quite known yet, genes might play an instrumental  

role (Spector, Maurer,2013). 

 

 Acording to Spector and Maurer (2013: 113), in the events of blindness or deafness  

“…the primary sensory cortex missing its input does not develop normal specialization, but  

instead responds to input from other sensory modalities .”(Maurer, Lewis & Mondloch, 2005). In 

summary, all of these studies direct attention to the fact sensory cortical areas are shaped by the  

experience from the specific sensory modality. However, if the input is missing or operates  

inadequately due to developmental factors  it will most likely induce conditions like synesthesia,  

thu, wrong neuronal connections will simply influence  different kinds of perception (Spector,  

Maurer, 2013).  

 

Lastly, I would like to delve deeper in to the actual of sound itself, because sound in its  

fundamental qualities is the carrier of all life . Music has always been utilized by men as a  

medium to communicate   with consciousness. Sound at it basics is simply vibration and all  

matter in the universe vibrates and responds to vibration, thus music in its purity carries a power  

to set up series of events in the mechanism of the nervous system i.e.; affect cognitive processes  

and most importantly alter states of consciousness .Therefore,   color-hearing can be thought of  

as disordering of the senses thorough which cross sensory association gives a glimpse to other 

realities. . 

 

 It was Andre Breton who founded the art movement Surrealism, which came to be 

known as “the most powerful mental explosive ever invented “(Carrouges,1974:92). It was the  

most extraordinary idea to use “reasoned disordering of the senses “, to simply “disintegrate and  

reintegrate the mind.”(Vickers, 1977:1). Despite the fact that surrealism techniques have been  

predominantly utilized in literature and visual arts, its extension can be found in music as well.  
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The use of rhythmic patterns with systematic repetition of words, chants   have been known to  

cause   changes in consciousness by introducing the brain with excess of sensory input which 

have been used across many ancient cultures such as :Australian aborigines , native American  

tribes and Siberian shamans .In a way it is more effective in music because , “…an auditory  

stimulus is more likely to slip past our conscious awareness than a visual one , …sight speaks  

more directly to the conscious, sound speaks more directly to the unconscious .“(Vickers,  

1977:1).Intentional confusion of illusion and reality by superimposed sounds will cause  

vacillation between realities, because of the overload by an excess of sensory input. A perfect  

example of this is polyphony either through singing two three notes concurrently, or through the  

use of multiple independent melodies, “Polyphony, because it cannot be followed by the  

conscious rational part of the mind ,it has a confusing ,ear wondering effect”(Ehrezweig,1953: 

42).  

 

 (Vickers, 1977) stated, that timbre, or tone quality is a function of the harmonics of the  

tone. Yet, Ehrenzweig point view was that the brain needs to suppress the harmonics because of  

the survival instincts and that “In the repression of the overtone chord usually the lowest of the  

sounds emitted by a particular thing remain consciously audible , while the higher ones undergo 

repression.”(1953: 151). Moreover, Vickers clarified further that, the fundamental speaks to 

conscious mind but the harmonics are absorbed by the unconscious mind . Importantly, the  

harmonics are recognized not “…as separate tones , but as tone color or even directly as  

emotion.”(1977:1).  
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CONCLUSION 

 

Despite the fact that humans are shaped by and dependent on interactions between 

biological and sociological factors, in essence, human endeavors and culture are also affected by 

the undiscovered realms of our minds.  Protagoras stated that “Man is the value of all things.” 

To closely examine these words, we would have to admit that to search for other realities than 

the human would be pointless because it would not hold any significant meaning. Moreover, the 

acquisition of knowledge holds value only when humanity is at its center.  The role of nurturing 

is clear and the new forms of knowledge about this process is critical, yet exploring these various 

perspectives does not simplify our understanding of nurturing, but rather points to the complexity 

of the human condition and mysteries that lie ahead.  

 

 The true essence of what it means to be human is still a great mystery, an enigma, which 

holds undiscovered secrets to this day. Synesthesia demonstrates a phenomenon that is the 

interaction of biology and culture .It is not a medical condition but rather a fascinating subject of 

what constitutes the “self “,that is how human beings experience perception. Many creative and 

artistic people have had synesthesia and they illustrated this with poems, music, novels, paintings 

and filmmaking. Philosophers and scientists have been interested in this topic since the 

beginning of history as they grappled with what makes us “human” .Plato and Aristotle and 

Newton to name a few. Presently ,with MRI and other instruments ,what transpires in the mind 

can be seen .Perhaps in the near future synesthesia will be explored more so ,giving us 

information about the secrets of the mind and how these biological factors have affected 
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humankind culturally ,which thus enhanced the endeavors of mankind.   Therefore, if synesthesia 

occurs within the body, or not, whether it is a true psychological experience, or simply biological 

artifacts, the meaning and value that people distill from it, is in reality comparable to the function 

of an organ that produces a mechanism for how people think, perceive and experience life. 
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